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HUGE CROWD TO SEE FURMAN TILT
Record Crowd To Attend
Pre-Game Hop Tonight

They're Out For Blood

JIM FETTIS TO PLAY
FOR TWO HOPS HERE

TWO BANDS FORMED
Appropriate Decorations Are
BY OFFICIALS IN NEW
Completed For Series by
CDA
BAND REORANIZATION
Over eight hundred persons
are expected to jam into the field
house tonight to hear the strains
of Jim Fettis' music inaugurate
another of the long series of Autumn Balls.
An even larger
crowd will he on hand tomorrow
night for the football hop.
The dance list topped all previous records for a Fall dance series as it reached nearly three
hundred before being removed
from the bulletin board last
night.
Although hard pressed,
the placing committee of the
Central Dance Association has
announced that all girls staying
on the campus for the dance tonight and the Thanksgiving game
tomorrow have been adequately
cared for.
Fettis Is Here
Fettis and his musicians arrived on the campus late this afternoon, coming here directly
(Continued on page five)

MILITARY FRAT SENDS
DELEGATE]!) RALEIGH!
Cadet Colonel Represents Lo
cal Scabbard and Blade
Company at National
Meet
Representing the Clemson College Chapter of the Scabbard
and Blade, honorary militay fraternity, Cadet Colonel John F.
Dunlap left to attend the twentieth national convention of the
organization held under the auspices of the N C. State Chapter
at Raleigh, and extending from
Thursday, November 19, through
November 21.
Registering at their Hotel Carolina
headquarters,
delegates
from 44 states were welcomed in
an address read by Cadet Colonel
F. L Corinell of the N. C. State
College ROTC.
Tour Campii
The program for Friday consisted of a tour of the campii of
Duke University and N. C. State,
followed by the convention ball
held at the Thompson Gymnasium at the college.
Saturday morning was devated
to business meetings and discussions. Officers for the next biennial were elected and plans
were adopted to hold the next
meeting at the University of
California.
BARNES, '31, IS RECENT
VISITOR AT CLEMSON
"VV. C Barnes, '31, and his
wife were on the campus Sunday
to visit Drs. McGinty and Cooper,
heads of the School of Agriculture. Barnes attend Cornell after graduation where he attained his Ph.D. degree in Horticulture. He is now a member of
the Department of Vegetable
Crops at Cornell.

THRONGS ALREADY ON
CAMPUS FOR HOLIDAY
Thanksgiving Festivities Underway as College Prepares to Play Host

Former Bugle Corps to Be
Classified as Junior
Training School
BIGGEST UNIT
As a result of complete reorganizaton, Clemson College now
boasts two bands thereby giving
the college the largest musical
unit in the country for a college
of its size.
The new musical unit is composed of two bands instead of a
band and Drum and Bugle Corps.
In carrying out this program of
reorganization, the members of
the former Bugle Corps are being
taught under the supervision of
experienced players to play a
regular band instrument. These
new players form a unit known
as the Junior Band which will
serve as a training school for the
Senior Band composed of regular
members of the Clemson College
Band.
Perform As Unit
Band Director C. C. Frye has
announced that the two bands
will practice separately, but that
they will play as a unit on occasions of importance. The transformation of the Drum and Bugle Cprps into a Junior division
increases the strength of the
Clemson College Band to 110
members.
New Quarters
In furthering this plan for a
more efficient musical unit at
Clemson, the Band "Company was
recently moved to New Barracks.
In these new quarters, the Band
is provided with practice rooms,
store rooms for instruments and
music, and a recreation room.

LIEUTENANT BRADLEY
RETURNS TO CAMPUS
Lieutenant Mark E. Bradley,
former Clemson student and son
of Prof, and Mrs. M. E. Bradley
of Clemson, entertained more
than fifty campus people at the
YiMiOA last Tuesday night. He
is a graduate of West Point and'
is now serving as a pilot in the
United States Army Air Corps./

Captain Joe Berry of Clem
Furman will face each other
teams to battle in the state's
Both men are top flight play
on Riggs Field. Berry, Tiger
football career in tomorrow's

son and Captain Bob King of
tomorrow as they lead their
most spectacular grid clash.
ers and will see much action
iquarterback, is ending his
classic.

Tigers and Hurricane Are Ready
For Annual Turkey Day Classic

ARCHITECTS RECEIVE
FIRST HONOR AWARDS
Shell, Fleming, and Stanley
Are Winners of First Semester Project Designs
Announcement was made early
this week of the winners of the
first honor awards for the first
half semester in the local Department of Architecture. These
included V. M. Shell, W. A.
Flemming, and Thomas E. Stanley.
The entire cirriculum of this
Department calls for most of the
project work being conducted on
a competitive basis.
The problem designed for the senior architects was the design of a
gate. Vernon M. Shell won first
place in this design.
■
Junior, Senior Design
The project for the Junior
class was the design of an acquarium. W. A. Flemming, J.
M. Hunt, and B. D. Clayton were
the winners of first, second and
third honors respectively in this
class. • Designing of a shingle
was the joint sektch for juniors
and seniors.
Thomas E. Stanley, W. A. Flemming, and J. A.
Thigpin won honors in this design respectively.

Gay Thanksgiving Described As
Wilkie Quotes Gilhooley Again
By Uncle Wilkie
Encouraged by the interest
shown in the recently published
items qouted from the diary of
Lucius P. Gilhooley, class of '03,
we are... again taking the privilege of refering to this literary
gem for an insight into the life
of Clemson cadets of former days.
In keeping with the nature of
this particular issue we hereby
quote choice bits of Gilhooley
philosophy concerning Thanksgiving festivities.

Over 12000
Will Attend
Event Here

November 20, 190 3
"Dear Diary, realized today
for the first time, in spite of
countless rumors concerning the
football game and dances, that
Thanksgiving Day with all its
festive gaiety is almost here. The
hours spent in Steam Dab and
on Thermo are slowly but surely
making me oblivious to all other
activities. Even the fact that I
had to initial the Guard Roster
to go on guard duty on Thanksgiving Day for the third succes(Continued on page six)

The advance guard of the largest crowd ever to attend an athletic event at Clemson began
streaming onto the campus this
afternoon as last minute plajis
for tomorrow's Furman tilt wt,.A
feverishly forward.
The entire campus has been a
hubbub of activity since early
morning.
The athletic association reports a complete sell-out
of seats in the enlarged stadium
on Riggs Field and predicts that
a large number of last-minute
customers will be turned away
(Continued on page two)

FOUR MEN REPRESENT

Many Outstanding Seniors
on Both Teams to Play
Last Games on Riggs
Field
Cooper, Aull, McGinty, and
Earle Attend Annual
KICK-OFF AT 2 O'CLOCK
Cctaclave
When the opening whistle of
Representing Clemson College
the Clemson-Furman tilt sounds
tomorrow at 2 P.M., on Riggs at the annual meeting of the
Field, two superb elevens will Land Grant Colleges of the Unitmeet for 60 minutes of the hard- ed States held in Houston Texas
est football that they will ever last ^week were four outstanding
members of the college Adminisplay.
Many of the luminaries on trative Board.
Those attending the meeting
both teams will he\ serving in
their last game, and it will be included Dean H. P. Cooper, of
the all important encounter of the School of Agriculture, Protheir career.
The overflowing cessor W. B. Aull, Assistant to
throng gathered may expect the the Dean of the School of Agrilads to "play their hearts out." culture, Professor R. A. McGinFurman supporters will rely ty, Assistant to the Director or
largely upon the flank protection the South Carolina Experiment
Of Bob King and Luther Maddox. Station and Extension Service,
These two ends are outstanding and Dean S. B. Earle of the
for their defensive play.
The School of Engineering and Assisball carrying department will be tant to the President of the colled by June Scott, aided by lege.
Visit Texas A. & M.
Foster and Jenkins.
Probably
While\ on this extended trip
Furman's most outstanding danger will be Watson's kicking toe. to Texas the group visited Texas
A. & M. College at College StaCleinson Strong
tion, Texas and there studied the
The Clemson team is at the methods and practices being used
peak of condition with no casual- by the institution relating to
ties listed.
class-room, laboratory,- and reCaptain Net Berry, one of the search work. The Texas A. &
finest quarterbacks, passers,, run- M. College is one of the best
ners and defensive men that equipped colleges of its type in
Clemson has ever produced, will the United States and has a stube singing the swan song as well dent enrollment this year of more
as Streak , Lawton, Mac^Folger, than four thousand.
Sam and Tom McConnell, Don
Shuford,
Manuel
Black,
Bin
Bryant, Segars, and Harold Lewis.
Streak Lawton, stellar broken
Every man has a right to'his
(Continued on page five)
own opinion; so if you wish to be
bull-headed, have it your way.
CHARLESTON ALUMNI
—Daniel

By Their Words

NAMES HEWITT HEAD

Saturday night afer the. victory
over the Citadel, the CharlestonClemson Alumni Club elected its
new officers for the coming year.
Batson Hewitt was elected
president of the club; Paul Quattlebaum,
vice-president;
Chalmers McDermid, secretary; and
Lewis Johnson, treasurer.

People say that fodtball is overemphasized, but who.could get
excited over a good engineering
department?
'
—Brearley
As old- General Glenn used to
say, every tub sets on its own bottom.
—Weeks
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LOCAL SOCCER TEAM
EMERGES VICTORIOUS
IN INITIALGAME 6-3

Stars Sing Swan Song

Three Thousand See Alert
Clemson Frosh Win by
8-0 in Sirrine Stadium

Vicaria Stars as Clemsopi
Wins Game From Riverside Academy

Resisting a furious and nervewrecking furman aerial and land
attack before a crowd of 3,000
fans in Greenville last Saturday,
the Clemson Cubs took advantage
of two scoring opportunities to
set the Little "Wind back, 8-0,,
thus capturing the undisputed
state title.
The 8-0 victory was fashioned
in Sirrine stadium not in sustained drives but with two lightning strokes which revealed the
Cubs' superiority in alertness.
The first score came as the result
of a safety when Worthington
tackled Lipscombe ofv Furman jn
the end zone following a quick
kick by Trexler which reeled the
Hurricaneers back to their sevenyard tape.
These two Tiger
points looked negligible in ,the
early stages of the game, but
they loomed large as the -teams
battled on even terms into the
final quarter^
With the game in its waning
minutes, McFadden booted the
hall out on the Furman two-yard
stripe, but Arthur of the Baby
Paladins rose to the emergency
by booting out to the 30-yard
marker. The Clemson yearlings
went to work at this point, and
a touchdown soon followed. Bru
Trexler exhibited speed and power in ripping off 15 yards. The
Cubs got five yards on <a penalty,
and with ten to go for the score,
C-^man failed to gain.
The
Tigers were offside and set hack
five yards.
Touchdown Play
But on the next play, Coleman
heaved a pass to McFadden who
made a scintillating catch and
stumbled over the coveted mark
for the only touchdown, making
the score 8 to 0. McFad den's attempt to convert from placement
went wide.
Furman Tries
The game ended with Furman
in possession of the ball trying
desperately to score from the
• seven-yard stripe. The lineups:
Pos.—Furman
Clemson
LE—Wofford
McFadden
LT—Linke
Payne
LG—Langley
Moore
C—J. Moore
Ruby
RG—Gunter
. Simmons
RT—Weigel
Segars
RE—Dorman
Worthington
QB—Huppel
Bryant
HB—Clinkscales
Greene
BOB;—Bupprecht
Trexler
FB—Shetley
Coleman
, Score by periods:
Furman
0 0 0 0—0
Clemson
2 0 0 6—8

Clemson's soccer team inaugurated its 193'& season with a victory over Riverside Academy of
Gainesville, Ga, last Monday on
Bowman Field by the score "of
6 to 3.
Vicaria, Tiger center forward
from Columbia, monopolized the
scoring honors for the day with
three goals. Kitchell, inside left
forward and Summerbell, inside
right forward each had a goal to
his credit. The other tally was
marked up as a result of a fluke
play in front of the Riverside
goal, in which a Riverside man
booted the hall through his own
uprights. Durban, Tiger center
halfback, although he scored no
goals, was a standout player, as
was his running mate, Mosely.
Other fine |performances were
turned in by Lecky, Shiver,, and
Gill of the home team, who
went into the game as substitutes. Outstanding for the Riverside team were Cross and Davis, who turned in brilliant performances.
The Tigers_/will meet Riverside
in a return game this coming
Saturday at Gainesville.
Duke-,
was supposed to play the Bengal soccerites on this date, hut
it was inconvenient 'for them to
come.

Mac Folger

SIX GLEMSON TIGERS
TO PLAYJAST GAME

Don Shuford

Berry, Lawton, Folger, Shuford, Black and McConnell Make Last Stand

Manuel Black

Musical Fraternity
Is Headed by Frye
Mu Beta Psi Is Organized
Here; Part of National
Organization

In connection with the program for forwarding the Musical
accomplishments of Clemson College, C. C. Frye, director of the
Clemson College Band, recently
announced plans for installing
a chapter of Mu> Beta Psi, national honorary musical fraternity, in
Clemson College.
A music club has already been
formed under the leadership of
Frye.
It is expected that this
club will be initiated into Mu
THRONGS ALREADY ON Beta "Psi before the Christmas
CAMPUS FOR HOLIDAY holidays.
North Carolina State is the
only college' in the vicinity of
(Continued from page one)
Clemson boastiiig a Mu Beta VPsi
from the gates tomorrow. The fraternity.
Central Dance Association has
been working, steadily, faced with
the tremendous task of finding
accomodations for the three hundred girls who will attend tonight's Autumn Ball. An even
largen crowd is expected for the
Dean Washington of the Edufootball dance tomorrow even- cation Department, accompanied
ing.
by Professors H. S. Tate and J.
The student bodies of.Furman L. Brock, attended the District
and GWC will arrive en masse Meeting of the, South Carolina
tomorrow afternoon as the rush Education Association held reof activities approaches , the cli-. cently in Laurens.
max of the Thanksgiving classic ' At the meeting a speech on
Over twelve thousand people will The Teachers Pension Plan was
jam- into the stands before the delivered by Mr. J. C. Hart,
whistle blows for the kickoff at county superintendent of educa2 P.M. tomorrow.
tion of Anderson county.
Featured between the halves
Prominent Speakers
will be the famed Clemson fancy
Other speakers heard at the
drill unit, the Senior Platoon. meeting were Mr. Hope, State
Jnder the direction of Col. John Superintendent of Education, Dr.
F. Dunlap the platoon will go Jaggers, Supervisor of Teachers
into its trick maneuvers before Training of Kentucky, and Presithe second largest football crowd dent R. C. Greer 'of Erskine Colto asemble in a South Carolina lege.
Many views and plans for imstadium this year.
The game will take on the as- provements were discussed and
pects of homecpming as hun- other plans for the association
dreds of alumni flock to the were mapped out.
campus for perhaps the Jargest
informal reunion of the year. military officials in handling the
Reservations for scores of prom-, huge crowd. It will be rememinent graduates residing in all bered that the state press highly
parts of the nation were made lauded the college on the efficient and orderly manner in
weeks ago.
A large number of state po- which the football crowd was
licemen will assist the regular handled here two years ago at
college authorities and the cadet the Thanksgiving game.

Six veteran Bengal football
players will sing their swan song
in the annual Tukey Day clash
with Furman University here, tomorrow afternoon.
These half
dozen Tiger warriors will be out
with grim determination to Wind
up their college football careers
with a game in the win column.
At the helm of the Clemson
team will be Captain Joe Beray,
one of the better quarterbacksrunners-passers
and
defensive
safety men in Dixie football. - It
will be Berry's final appearance
in a Clemson uniform and should
be worthy of anyone's attention.
Looming powerfully- and dangerously at the fullback post
will be Mac Folger, alias the
Pickens , Power House.
Rated
as one of the best line plungers
in football, a fine open field runner, excellent blocker and outstanding defensive player, Folger
will probably perform with increased speed and power against
Clemson's 40-year rival In his
final game.
Furman will have another dangerous Tiger back with which to
contend when dynamic Streak
Lawton, the Bengal's ace in the
hole, is in the game. This 155pounds of dynamite from Thacker, West Virginia, has exploded
on Southern gridirons for the
past three years with breath-taking brilliancy.
In addition to the above three
headllners, these Neelymen will
be
saying
adieu
tomorrow:
Alternate
Captain j
Manuel
Block, 200-pound tackle who is
rated as one of the South's best;
Don Shuford, a, fine flankman
who should reach his peak against the Hurricaneers; and Sam
McConnell, the end with -educated toe.

Educational Profs
Attend Conference Literary Society
Presents Comedy
A group of musical numbers
from the Clemson Library of recorded music and a presentation
of the play "The Tragical Comedy of Ryramus and Thisbe"
featured the program of the Calhoun Literary Society meeting
on November 19.
The dramatic efforts 0?- R. G.
Forsythe, #. F. Middleton, W. L.
Nelms, O. H. Folk, W. H. Cannon, and M. H. Cranford in producing their interpretation of a
scene from Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream were well
received. Selections from works
of Chopin and Sebelius were
particularly enjoyed among the
musical selections.
WEEKS VISITS CUMMINS
Whlie on a recent trip to
Washington, D. C, Colonel Chas.
W. Weeks, Commandant of Cadets and Professor of Military
Science and Tactics at Clemson
visited Colonel Cummins, Professor of the Government War College in Washington.

Show Schedule

Sam McConnell

S. D. Pearman,'
Dies in Anderson
Prominent Clemsoh Graduate Succumbs After
Long Illness
News was received recently ot
the death of Judge IS. D. Pearr
man, of Anderson, a graduate of
Clemson in the class of 19 00.,
Funeral services were held Sunday.
After graduation from Clemson, Peafman took a degree in
law in Washington and later
practiced in Anderson. He was
made city judge and continued
to hold this office until last year
when he retired to continue his
practice of law.
Pearman was always a loyal
-Clemson man, taking active interest in college affairs as a student and giving his support as an
alumnus.
Those attending the funeral
from the campus weTe J. H.
Woodward, and Professors J. E.
Hunter, W. W. Klugh, and Geo.
Sherrill.

Thursday (Afternoon only) "TEXAS RANGER" with
Fred MacMurray and Jack
Oakie.
Thursday (Night) "LOVE
BEGINS AT 20" starring
Hugh Herbert, Patricia Ellis
and Warren Hull.
Friday: "PRIVATE LIFE
of HENRY VIII" with Chas.
Laughton—Blonds,
brunettes and redheads—they all
fell for him.
Saturday ( Morning )
"CHARLIE CHAN ON THE
RACE TRACK" with Charlie Chan.
Saturday (Afternoon)
"WOMEN ARE TROUBLE"
featuring Stuart Erwin and
Paul Kelly.
Monday: "GRAND JURY"
with Fred Stone, Owen Davis, Jr., Latimer. Young romance in a blazing crucible
of peril!
Tuesday "DOWN THE
STRETCH" showing Patricia
Ellis, Mickey Rooney and
Dennis Moor. The King of
Sports! The Sport of Kings!
Wednesday:"THE LONGEST NIGHT" starring Robert Young, Florence Rice &
Ted Healy. Thrills and mystery in a department store.

LOCAL GIRL'S HI WILL
PLAY IN CLEMSON Y Have elbow pads put on here

Special Shine 5c
Several basketball games are Sell us your worn out shoes
to be played in the Y gym by
the Clemson-Calhoun high school
girls' team in the near future,
it was announced this week by
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff.
Miss Nancy Hinson is the
coach and the following girls
are out for the team: Marjorie
Hall, Sara West, Grace Sherman,
Peg Williams, Margaret Crowther, Helen Mauldin, Hazel ColTEXACO PRODUCTS
lings, Mary Timms, Mary KathWASHING
AND GREASING
erine Littlejohn, Jane Edwards,
and Elizabeth Sharp.
Efficient Service

Modern Electric
Shoe Shop

TIGER SERVICE
STATION
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SCABBARD AND BLADE
INDDCTS FIVE SENIORS

THREE

Sponsors For Dance Tonight

Final Formal Initiations Given Shuford, Gordon, Moorhead, Beam and
Cochran

Clemson Football Films Are
Displayed to Atlanta
Alumni Association
As guest of the Atlanta Alumni Club Tuesday, Professor Ed
Freeman showed a series of movies of recent Clemson football
games to a highly interested
group of Clemson alumni.
Showings of these films have
created much interest and comment wherever they have been
reviewed. The films have been
particularly useful as a medium
for reviewing certain exciting and
disputed plays as well as revealing offensive and defensive weaknesses of the team. Particularly
interesting were action shots of
the touchdown plays of the Carolina, VPI, and Kentucky games.
Shots of the closing minutes of
the respective games were also
highly effective.
To Attend Game
After the movies were shown
and discussed, the Chapter planned its annual trip to Clemson
for the Clemson-JFurman tilt.
From present indications,- it is
likely that an unusually large
crowd of Atlanta alumni will
motor to Clemson for the classic
Thanksgiving.

At a recent meeting of the
local chapter of Scabbard and
Blade, national honorary military fraternity, five initiates were
formally inducted into the group.
The new members, who are
outstanding as leaders in both
military and the scholastic activities in the senior class, are as
follows: 'M. I. Shuford, Lieutenant-Colonel of the 1st Battalion.
1st Regiment; W|. M. Gordon,
Regimental Adjutant of the 2nd
Battalion, 2nd Regimental; J. J.
Moorehead, Captain of Company
A-l; H. E. Cochran, Captain of
Company F-2; and M. J. Beam,
Executive Captain on the Staff.
Officers Elected
After the initiation ceremonies'
new officers were elected. W. A.
Lawton, Regimental Commander
of the 1st Regiment was elected
to the post of 1st Lt., and H. B.
Cochran was made 1st Sergeant.

Public Speaking is
Scheduled by Rats

Converse College
Conducts Vespers

Russell Sage College Inaugu
rates System of Speech
Course

x

Troy, N. Y.— (ACP)— If you
want to' graduate from Russell
Sage College, you now have to
talk yourself out.
This year, for the first time,
all freshmen are required to enroll in speech courses.
Each
pTTpJT receives a first-hand op~
portunity to "hear herself asi
others hear her", for phonograph
records are made of her voice to
help h'er hi diagnosing her own
speech weaknesses.
The course follows four graduated steps—diagnosis, demonstration, practice, and performance. Practice is left largely to
tS» individual student and is a
regular part of her outside preparation* work Tor the course.
Progress or lack of progress is
■demonstrated in class-room performances. For the sake of comparison,
each
student
will
again record her voice at the end
x»f the course.
One-act plays, debating, and
similar activities keep emphasis
on speech as one of the main objectives. Upper classmen are not
required to enroll, but the poor
freshmen have no choice; they
can't even talk themselves out of
taking the course.

YMCA Sunday Services Are
Led By Visiting Group;
Music is Offered

Five lovely sponsors have been named by officials of the Central Dance Association for
the Autumn Ball tonight.
Miss Nancy Moorer (upper left) of Walterboro, Miss Dot Grimble
(upper right) of John's Island, Miss Helen Aycock (center) of. Atlanta, Ga., Miss Carolyn Wise
of
(lower left,)
Greenwood, Miss Idly Henderson (lower center) of Columbia, and Miss Helen
Stevenson (lower right) ojE
Columbia, wiU preside over the two dances. They will be escorted by members of the Centra. Dance Association.

Art and Music Library Is Also Given
to College by Carneige Foundation
Campbell To Head
Pittsburgh Alumni Works of Famous Men Sent

•0

At a dinner-dance staged in
the ballroom of the Hotel Schenley in Pittsburgh, Pa., on November 7, the Pittsburgh Alumni Club
held its annual election of offi,anw
cers.
!
Men chosen to serve for the
coming term were E. G. Campbell, '02, president; F. W. Bouzo,
*13, vice-prsident; and W. H.
Cuttino, '28, secretary and treasurer.
Records reveal that many Alumni Clubs in the North are exceedingly active and keep in constant touch with Clemson activities.
Of this particular area
the Pittsburgh Chapter, through
its, remarkable spirit and effectively planned program, ranks
among among the top organiza
among the top organizations.

NO SOCIALS PLANNED
FOR NEXT WEEKENDS
It was announced today by P.
B. Holtzendorff, general secretary of the local YMCA that the
Friday and Saturday night dances will not be held in the clubrooms of the YMCA Building
•this weekend or next weekend.
These affairs which were started here two years ago through
the efforts of the YMCA officials and cooperating students
have met with wide-spread approval and have had a continuous growth since their beginning.
^^

PICTURES SHOWN BY
PROFESSORJREEMAN

As a Supplement to
Music Set
As a supplement to the Carneige Music set recently donated
to the college, an unusually complete and comprehensive set of
works written by famous composers and connoisseurs of the
art of music has been received.
These works deal with every
phase of music which could possibly be of interest to the student. Included on the list are
books of reference such as a
dictionary of music and musicians; books, of History, Biography, Opera, Church, Instrumentation, Folk Music, and Miscellaneous topics. Books in the latter field are works such as John
Sebastian Bach, by Perry; A Selection of Beethoven's Letters by
Hull; A History of Music in Pictures by Kinsky; The Complete
Opera Book, by Kolb; The Principles and Methods of Musrcas
Criticism, by Calvocoressi, ana
Essays in the Studies of Folk
Songs, by Martinego-Cesaresco.
, Ninety Volumes
This collection consisting of
ninety volumes is to be placed
at the Library and will be used
for reference work in connection
with the , Carnegie music set.
The reference works should prove
an invaluable aid toward making
She music more interesting by
'making it possible to associate
/the selection with its composer
'and background.

JUNIOR COUNCILMEN
HEAR TAUBY BOBO
YMCA Group Given Topic
"H. E. A. D." Milford
To Speak Soon

The Junior Council of the local
Young Men's Christian Association held its regular weekly
meeting in the cabinet room of
the YMCA building last Tuesday night with Cadet F. E. Bobo
as the principal speaker.
Bobo gave a very interesting
and inspirational talk on the
topic, H.E.A.D., emphasizing some
of th.e chief qualifications es-'
sential to the well-rounded development of the individual.
Plans were made for the next
meeting to be held one week
after Thanksgiving.
At this
meeting Dr. Lee W. Milford,
college surgeon, will be the principal speaker.
Other than the
council members, a number of
outside guests are expected to attend the meeting.

JUNIOR CLASS GUEST
OF Y "OPEN-HOUSE"
Continuing a series of "open
houses"given by the YMCA, the
Junior Class was their guest on
Tuesday night, November 17. The
social lasted frpm 8:30 to 11.
The Senior Class, being divided into two divisions, was a recent guest of the YMOA.

The Converse College Delegation was in charge of the Vesper
services at the YMCA Sunday
evening; numerous musical selections, both vocal and piano, were
rendered.
The delegation consisted of
Virginia Howard, Elizabeth Rogers, Cornelia Maslin, Ellen Pratt,
Virginia Dobson, Mopsy Prince,
Ernestine Sanders, and Rachel
Jackson; also Doctor Hunter, of
the Converse faculty.
Reels were run at 1:30 and
6:50, including Victoria and Vancouver, News, and Stranger Than
Fiction.
Coming programs are to be
furnished by delegations from
Winthrop, Limestone, and Lander Colleges.

Welsh Race Subject
To Taste-Blindness

ALPHA ZETA CHOOSES Boston, Mass.—(ACP) — If
food doesn't taste the way
CHIGAGJJELEGATE your
you think it should, don't blame
it entirely on the cooking. You

J. C. Shelley to Represent may be "taste-blind".
In a survey conducted by Wm.
Local Chapter at NaC. Boyd and Lyle G. Boyd of
tional Conclave
Boston University School of Medicine, it was found that WelshAt a recent meeting of the men are more frequently "tastelocal chapter of Alpha Zeta, na- blind" than men of other nationtional honorary scholastic' fra- alities. Welsh women have taste
ternity for students in agricul- that is only slightly more senture, J. C. Shdlley, popular mem- sitive than that of their brothers.
ber of the Junior class and a
Bitter Doses
major in Animal Husbandry, was
The doctors made the tests
elected as Clemson's representa- with a complex organic substance
tive to attend the national Alpha known as phenyl-thio-carbamitfe,
Zeta Convention to be held at which is exceedingly bitter to
Chicago during the Christmas those who have normal taste. If/
holidays.
the eater doesn't make a wry
The conclave is to have repre- face, he is definitely "tastesentatives from all the chapters blind".
,
in the United States. Each chapter representative is to give a
general resume of the activities UNIFORM REFUND SENT
of their respective societies. OthTO WAR DEPARTMENT
er plans for activities of the conclave will consist of various types
An announcement has recently
of business meetings, ^discussions been issued from the Military Deand plans for the next national partment to the effect that a voumeeting.
cher for $14,264 has been sent
to the War Department by College Military Officials to be used
Y CABIN IS CENTER OF
MANY STUDENT MEETS to refund to members of the
corps a portion of the money
The Y cabin on the Seneca spent on uniforms.
Only ROTO students will be
river is rapidly becoming the
center of many social meetings. eligible for this allowance which
Many companies and clubs have will be made later in the school
recently met at the cabin for year. According to present plans,
each freshman and sophomore
an enjoyable evening.
The Clemson .Jewish boys en- will receive nine dollars, each
joyed the use of the cabin on junior twenty-nine dollars, and
Friday night.
The Freshman each senior, seven dollars, toForum of Co. H-2 spent a night ward the payment of uniform
at the cabin recently. They had a costs.
large campfire, sang songs, and
enjoyed the eats from the mess
Alec Stevens is teaching and
hall.
coaching at Pickens thjs year.
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HOSTS
SOME TWELVE THOUSAND rabid
football fans will jam hysterically into the
enlarged stadium at Riggs Field tomorrow
afternoon to revel in the color of a traditionally bitter football clash and to be in
at the death of another football season.
The relatively equal strength of the
two teams meeting here tomorrow and the
bitter rivalry that exists between the two
traditional enemies will make the contest
an unusually brilliant one. The state
championship rests upon the result of the
conffict. But Clemson and Furman do not
fight tomorrow for the championship of
the state; the game has become over the
years a point of honor between the two
schools.
Clemson plays host tomorrow, not
only to the students of Furman but to several thousand people from neighboring
towns. The duties of a host are clear-cut
and specific. Let us bear them in mind.
If we win, let there be no gloating. If we
lose, let us lose like gentlemen.
OBSERVATION
FROM THE OBSERVATIONS of one
of our modern moulders of public opinion
and thought we * have gleaned a bit of
philosophy which we feel is particularly
adaptable to the life of the average college
student. The keynote of this philosophy is
the thought that a man's happiness is determined by the ratio between that which
he strives to accomplish and that which
he is actually capable of accomplishing.
Of the two general classifications into
which undergraduates can be classified as
a rule, we will first consider the type of
student who strives to accomplish too much ;
during his four year college course. He is
the type of student who earnestly believes
that no campus organization can succeed
without his undivided attention and that
no campus movement can achieve its ultimate aim without his ardent support. As a
result of this misdirection of energy, this
student's college career results in being little more" than a four-year hodge podge of
aimless activity.
In direct contrast to the above type
of undergraduate, we find the college man
who, from the outset of his freshman year,
confines his energy .to one particular field
of endeavor. For example, he devotes his
entire time to maintaining a high scholastic standing, or perhaps to the gaining
-of a reputation as an athlete. By this procedure, the student, instead of taking on
too many tasks for his respective ability,
never affords himself the opportunity to
discover* what his abilities really are. Consequently, his college life is a period of
neglected opportunities and one-sided development.
Briefly speaking, then, it is our belief
that the student who at an early point in
his college career realizes his abilities and
limitations a'nd concentrates his energy
accordingly is the student who develops his
personality thoroughly and derives the
maximum benefit from his opportunity-laden years of college life.
—J. C. W.

BE THERE!!
MONDAY—NOTICE!
The
York
Counfy Club meets tonight at 7 :00; Notice:
The Animal Husbandry Club' meets tonight
at 7:00;-Notice:, The Junior Y Council
meets tonight at 7:00. TUESDAY—Notice:
The Dairy Club meets tonight at 7:00; Notice: the IRC meets tonight at 7:00; and
so on, day. after da^, week after week.
Notices of this s jr't are read out in the
Mess 'Hall three times a day, four days a
Week. After "Rest" is given, conversation
usually runs like this, "Are you going to
the Dairy Club tonight?" "No, I have a
BSU meeting. I'll have to get the other
:
next week."
Here is a needless conflict. There is
no reason why a person cannot belong to
the Sophomore Y Council, the Dairy Club,
and the IRC, if he likes. There is definitely a poor system existing if a, student has
to chose between these non-related organizations.
The importance of extra-curricular activity cannot be overlooked. The willynilly system such as we now have at Clemson puts a curb on the amount of this work
the student can actually do, no matter how
much he really „ wants to do. His course
may require that he take part in the activities of a Technical society, but he may
also have a desire to do Literary Society
work. Why should he have to choose?
How can it be avoided? There are
four nights of the week in which meetings
can best be held, Monday through Thursday. Friday night is unsuitable for obvious
reasons, as are Saturday and Sunday nights.
Let a plan be drawn up by some executive
group representing the various clubs, designating one of the four nights for each
of the four main types of Clemson societies: Technical, YMCA, Religious and
Literary-Social. Thus, on Monday night
would meet such groups as the ASCE, the
ASME, the ASAE, the Dairy Club, etc.,
whose members certainly have no conflicts
on that particular night. Tuesday, the Y
Clubs. Wednesday, The Episcopal Club,
the PSA, etc. before supper. Perhaps the
IRC could be worked in Wednesday after
Long Roll. Thursday, the Literary Societies. These meet after Long Roll, leaving
some two hours open. This time could be
reserved for county ciub meetings, or for
the social fraternities.
There is no necessity for pointing out
the merits of one organization as against
those of another. We merely ask that
some authority devise a system to allow the Clemson students to get the most
benefit out of the student organizations.
—H. T. M.

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon

\

The University of Florida recently opened
their new Student Union Building.
This new
P.W.A; structure with spacious rooms and halls
contains lounging rooms, comfortable with divans
and easy chairs; a game room complete with
pool tables, shuffle boards, and ping pong; publication offices for student editors; meeting rooms
for campus organizations; and also rooms for visiting., athletic teams
-COLLEGIATE PBESS-

A student in Whittier College set out to discover
what college women think of college men. 'He found
that, "college men are the most selfish and egotistical
creatures on earth. They pet drunk too much; they lack
respect for girls and older people, they have no sense
of responsibility for their social obligations. Their table
manners are lousy, and they try to brag about their
dates to society brothers. They are rude, insincere, disrespectful, inconsiderate, impolite, discourteous, impossible, and that's all."
'
It seems as though no matter how hard we try
some few interpret our efforts as those of the age-old
cave-man.
-COLLEGIATE PEESS-

About politics:
'
Christopher Columbus was the first modern politician because: he didn't know where he was going;
he didn't know where he was when he got there; and
he went on borrowed money.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

Freshman puns seem to predominate in college newspapers this week. We pass on to you
a few which have struck us as being typical of
the class of M0.
Asked on a personnel report if she had any
physical defects, the young lady wrote with a
heavy hand, "Bad Heart, (broken).
When asked to define "wharf", a freshman
gave the following definition: "A wharf is a person below the normal size".
Among Cl-emson Frosh we, find the same
holds true, and we offer this one. When asked,
while at inspection arms, where the balance of
his rifle was the freshman replied, "This is all
they gave me, sir!"
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Talk Of The Town
DEY RUN
This is one of those days.
Many and many years of newspaper work have long ago rid us
of any foolish delusions about a
writer's need for inspiration and
all that sort of thing, but^ we can
not deny that there come times in
even a hack writer's life when
the material won't come, when
the brain tissue refuses to give.
Sometimes we can sit down at a
typewriter and start pounding
away without a single idea in
mind and the column emerges in
a steady stream like toothpaste
from a tube.
Then again we
make false start after false start
and the floor beepmes waist deep
in copy paper while we gnaw on
our finger nails and stare at the
ceiling.
Now, with a dead-line
staring us in the eye, we haven't
one single, solitary thought. . .
not even a profane one.
We
started odt to make the column
a criticism of the Brigadier, the
new college magazine.
There
are any number of things wrong
with it, and the critique probably
should have made a fairly interesting column. Then we got to
thinking that, after all, there
are just as many things wrong
with The Tiger and that we
might as well use the space criticising our own brain child. We
got off to about eight starts on
a Turkey Day angle, but they
all bogged down, after something
like "Well, here it is Thanksgiving again, and what have we
to be thankful for?" It all seems
pretty futile and there's nothing
we had rather do than give you
people a week off, but that grim
stretch of white space down the
middle of the editorial page
haunts, and we can hear the
mumbling of counties generations
of journalists, "The press must
go on."
TALK OF THE TOWN—

SEASON
We feel that we really ought
to get into the spirit of this
thing and at least mention a
turkey or a pilgrim, or a cleated
shoe. But somehow, the spirit
fails to grow upon us apace. The
only memory we have of a turkey is a large one that peeked
us just over the left eye when
we were seven years old and interested in practically anything,
even Unroasted turkeys.
The
oniy pilgrim that comes back to
Us figured in the title of "Pilgrim's Progress", the parallel
•book that irked us 'most during
our high school days. The last \
time we came in contact with a
cleated shoe was back in our
grammar school career when, believe it or not, we played center
on the varsity eleven and frequently had one reposing in our
face. The shadow of the eight
ball is definitely in our eyes.
TALK OF THE TOWN

__that he wishes to remjnd
those i who persist in referring to
Ben Lanham as Limbo that he
is still running H Company, by
gad.
-OSCAR SATS-

that little T-Square Lafaye did
enjoy so much seeing that name
by his on the dance list for two
weeks before he found out that
she was coming on another bid.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that he is carrying out an urgent request from F. A. Davis of
Columbia and the 1934 TAPS
beauty section when he tells you
that she is going to be on hand
for all these festivities today and
tomorrow•
OSCAR SAY!

—that he agrees with Jimmy
Byrnes as to how Clemson, T. G.
would feel if he came back and
saw his brain child in action. . .
and read some of those gags in
the ballyhoobrigadier.
-OSOAK BATS-

that he receives word of one,
young and lovely, who is panting
to have her name appear in this
column, but that the only thing
she does is run around with Otis
Morgan. . . and that has long
since ceased to be news.
OSCAR SAYs/-

—that if it is just tbje same with
the people in charge of our mess
emporium he had rather suffe"r
for the big feed- after Thanksgiving than before.
OSCAR SATS

that sixteen hundred cadets
rested peacefully the other evening, secure in the knowledge that
Shyster Giesberg watched over
them through the night, and
that he recommends that the little one be given a permanent
post under the telephone
OSCAR SATS-,

--that, although there was something less than one full squad
left in th company over the
weekend, R. J. Reynolds had tvl?
charge and had more darn fui.
meeting formations ten minutes
early.
OSCAR

SAYS

the new eat and run establishment has finally opened and that
Scotty, who is now working his
way out of college, has applied
for a job in the fruit, stand.
OSCAR SAYS

—that Oscar saw Strdhecker,
Travers, and Hutchings of the
YMCDA looking over ' new automobiles in Greenville and that he
forthwith predicts a ' sharp upturn in the price of the Saturday night clubroom brawls.
OSCAR SAYS

INVECTIVE
__that to those who are conOne of the things we have been stantly confusing Red Bethea
intending to do ever since we
with the Fake McCoy he would
became editor of this mighty like to point out that The Fake
newsorgan is to establish an is the one with\ the block "C"
open forum department.
We on. his chest.
-OSCAR 6ATSknow full well that we aren't
pleasing all our subscribers; we —that the ink has finally dried
don't believe that such a thing on the first issue of the Brigadier
is posible. We really welcome and the staff pictures have alcriticism, but most of it seems to . ready been taken for the annual.
come from people who run into Work is now underway on the
us in dark corners and tell us second semester edition.
about it while holding us six
OSCAR SAYS
inches off the ground by our
—that Linley of the aforemenshirt front, and that, frankly,
tioned straw tour (the architect
doesn't do a great deal of good. who got Robbie's old job of holdWhat we would like is to have ing the money while the boys
you people write to us and tell /decide what kind they're going
us what you don't like, not only to get) finally decided that anyabout the paper but about the thing went that far back in the
school as a whole. We'll print hills and joined in the general
anything you'll sign if it isn't hair letting down.
too obscene. We will also withOSCAR SAYS
r
hold your name if you so specify.
—that he is very fond of those
And to prove we mean it, we'll cute little things in italics they
give a show pass to every person put under all the jokes in the
who 'has a letter published in the Whizbrigadier and would like
columri. If all the people who permission to use them too.
give vent to their pet gripes to
OSCAR SATS
.
us in person will get them on —that Oscar may be hard to dispaper it should be pretty good
tinguish I now but there'll be no
TALK OF THE TOWN
trouble identifying him "when
MILITARY
Buckner, who is taking all this
There is a junior in this man's so well, catches up with him.
college who knows something
(Continued on page six)
about machine guns. If you do
1
not believe us just ask Major The gentleman to whom we reRamsey. On a recent quiz one fer, and he has evidently seen a
of the questions was to name th.4 machine gun in action, got as far
four types of machine gun firef. as oblique and enfilade before lie
They are, if this clouding olfl ran out of Information and went
memory serves us right, enfilade/, off on his own with, "internal
oblique, flanking, and frontal.
and infernal".
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STARS PLAY IN STATE Make Xmas Cards BURGESS LEADS CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
INANNUALACTIVITIES
Christmas Greetings Cards

"tha
&•& 9»«TC|

(Continued from page one) (

There's very little we can say about the "Turkey Day"'
clash with Furman tomorrow that hasn't already Tbeen
thoroughly covered; however, we will try to hit the high
spots and let the rest remain to be seen.
FAREWELL
Reluctantly we will watch six
of the wearers of the Purple and
Orange play their last game for
■dear
old
Clemson:
Captain Net Berry, Alternate Captain
Manuel Black, Don Shuford, Mac
Folger,
Sam McConnell, and
iStreak Lawton.
We will have
more to say about these stalwarts elsewhere in the paper; so
we will pass along now with
"Best Wishes" ... It seems as
if every year Clemson's ace hack
has taugh luck.
Last year it
was Randy Hinson,,and this year
it's Streak Lawton. Streak has
seen comparatively little service
"this season;
nevertheless, he
leads the Bengal hall-carriers
with a total yardage gain of 238
yards in 45 attempts for an
average of 5.3 yards per try. Mac
Folger has gained more ground
—4^4 yards—but has carried
the hall 129 times. . . Clenfcon
observers are rating Harold Lewis along with O. K. Pressley,
great Bengal center of several
years back.
Lewis has played
brilliantly all season at his pivot
post and is rated as among the
ISouth's best . .
It's a close
race for the "Ooutstandjng* Player" medal to be awarded at the
close of the season between Lewis, Berry, and Folger; however,
it is expected that the verdict
will go in favor of one of ^ the
senior members. . . We are nominating Al Sanders and Mac
Folger for the Jacobs trophy this
fall.
Both of these lads have
stood out all season as effective
blockers.
HONOR TEAMS
Most sports writers have already begun to blossom out with
mythical alhstar teams, but we
are in favor of waiting until a
later date. This department is
planning on publishing an allSouthern Conference team in an
early issue of The Tiger along
with the Collegiate Ail-American
team. Perhaps, we will be able
to publish an all-opponent team
with the aid of the members of
the varsity squad. Scoop Latimer of the Greenville N^ws has
already made known his nominations, and, although we agree
with him on quite a few, we may
add that we disagree on some
of the others.
Folger, Black,
Lewis, and Berry were among his
nominees.
With an 8-0 triumph over
the Furman Little Wind over in
Greenville last week-end the Baby Bengals claim the undisputed
state title ;for the first time in
a number of years. The Cubs
played their usual number of five
games this season, all of them in
the state, winning all of them
handily. They opened their campaign by drubbing Erskine 51-0;
then stopping South Carolina 137; Citadel ■ next, 27-6; followed
by P. C, 33-0. A good number
of the frpsh look promising, and
all indications point toward a
successful varsity eleven next
fall. Coach Bob Jones deserves
considerable credit for the splendid showing the yearlings made
this year, along with Bill Dillarti
and Bill Croxton who have been
capable assistants.

OTIS MORGAN

Textile Students
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MANY TURN OUT FOR
BASKETBALLPRAGTICE
Coach Davis Trains Reserves
and Sophomores to Fill
Varsity Vacancies
With the opening game less
than three weeks off, Coach Joe
Davis has been working his varsity basketeers earnestly for the
past two weeks in an effort to
mould together a formidable
five to represent the Purple and
Orange when the Blue Devils
from Duke invade Tigertown for
the first tussle of the season on
December 16.
Graduation took its toll from
last year's championship quint,
leaving Coach Dav^s with only
three lettermen as a nucleus to
build another strong outfit. Facing a strong schedule again- this
winter, Coach Davis is looking to
his vets, Bryce, Cheves, and Kitchens to pull' the team through
the rough spots until several
promising sophomores come along sufficiently to be labeled
seasoned men.
Reserves from
last year's club include Carter,
Crawford, and Verner, and these
players should see service again
this season. J. Bryce, Caldwell,
Jackson, and Miller are the outstanding new men, and all of
them are expected to get the
call to arms. Several promising
football candidates are expected
to turn up at the termination of
the gridiron season. Among those
expected are Pearson, Willis, Magee and Bailey. '
A strenuous schedule has again been arranged for the scantily-clad artists with games slated
against the best 4n the Southern
and Southeastern conference. Two
practice contests will probably
be played before the campaign
officially gets -under way with
the Duke game on the 16th of
next month. The Bengals will
pack up after the Duke battle,
for they joufney into Tennessee
the following day for a game
with the highly touted Tennessee
Vols in Knoxville.
After the
Tennessee spree the Tigers will
remain idle until January 2 when
they leave for Florida for a four
day excursion, playing a single
game with Stetson and a double
header with, the University of
Florida. The Stetsan classic will
be staged in Deland, while the
Gator games are slated for
Gainesville.
No definite schedule has been ironed out after
th'e Florida trip, but two games
are to be played here against
Auburn, one with Georgia Tech
and Georgia, and the usual
games within the state. A northern tour will probably pit the
Bengals against N. C. State, University of North Carolina, and
some other North Carolina club.

field runner and .safety man, who
has been jinxed by injuries for
a great part of the season is in
prime condition and much is expected of him in both defensive
and offensive play.
Again the
line bucking of Mac Folger will
feature in the pinches while
Sanders and Don Willis unselfishly lend their speed and power
to the blocking and unsung
glory. These aces will be ably
assisted by sophomores Pearson,
Magee, Bailey, and Orban.
The line, which has been so
impenetrable all season, will be
composed of the McConnells,
Shuford and Goins -at end, Fred
Wise and Manuel Black at tackles, Payne, Bryant, Segars, Buscher at guards; while the pivot
position will be taken care of by
Harold Lewis and Charlie Woods.

Are Woven by Clemson Cadets
The final threads of the 1936
Christmas Greeting Card designed by T. F. Snipes and W. A.
Rhinehardt, of the graduating
class of '36, are now in the
process of being woven by A. W.
LaGrone and A. C. Patterson in
the Jacquard laboratory of the
Textile Building.
The design artistically displays
the tower of the Main Building
in the center circumscribed by
the legend, "Textile School—
Clemson College, 1936". An Executive Lieutenant is portrayed
on the left at attention, while a
bugler on the right is sounding
a call. The inscription "Season's
Greetings"', and holly and candles
completes the design.

Anderson-Clemson Club Reorganizes; New Officers
Are Elected
As the initial step in an extensive program intended to bring
together the group of more than
20 students at Clemson College
from Anderson County, and to
promote between the upperclassmen and the freshmen representing and fellowship, the Anderson-Clemson Club was reorganized at a meeting held in barracks last Thursday night.
Officers elected to serve for
this year include Leland H. Burgess, senior Agronomist, presiAgricultural Economist, v.-presdent; Jesse J. Moorhead, senior
ideant; and C. M. Watson, senior
Engineer, secretary and treasurer.

Prof. Selig Hecht of Columbia
University claims that chemicals

JIM FETTIS TO PLAY
in the eye cause our color sense.
FOR TWO HOPS HERE
(Continued from page one)
-from Philadelphia, his home port.
Clemson is the first stop on an
extended toui> of Southern colleges and night clubs.
CDA
decorators
completed
their work in transforming the
huge field house into an appropriate setting for the dances last
night. Featuring a Thanksgiving
motif, the decorations will contain every symbol of the season
from pilgrims to football players,
all assembled in a clever and
original manner.

LESLEY, '31, IS NAMED
TO FILL LOCAL POST

>E, E_. Lesley, a Clemson gradThe dance this evening will
begin promptly at 9:00 and will uate of the Class of '31, will
continue until 3. There will be replace J. H. Mitchell, Jr., in the
a one hour intermission and six fertilizer analysis department of
the college in the near future
no-breaks. The dance tomorrow Mr. Mitchell, who has .served at
night will begin at 9:00 and will Clemson for three years goes
feature five no-breaks.
to Columbia Univ., New York, to
The following prices have been continue graduate work in his
announced:
particular field.
It is through
Cadets
the work of the analysis departWesnesday Night
-$1.75
ment that Clemson renders one
Thursday Night
$1.50
of its most valuable service ft>
Block Ticket
$3.00
the farmer of the state.
In
Outsiders
addition to obtaining information
Wednesday Night
$2.00
as to soil analyzation the farmers
Thursday Night
$1.75
aje protected in the buying of
Block Ticket
$3.50
their fertilizer.
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GILHOOLEY DESCRIBES
1903 HOLIDAY DOINGS

Oscar Says
(Continued from page four)
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Palmetto Group Gives Fif__that there has heen much disteen-Minute Radio Propute
over
who
should
arrange
for
sive year failed to make much of
gram Over WAIM
getting the lady a-bed, the date
an impression on me."
or the late date, but that Oscar
November 22
The Palmetto Literary Society
"Stopped to glance over the can't quite see why one is needwent on the air Saturday, for a
dance list today. Fully fifty lad- ed anyway.
fifteen minute broadcast over
OSCAR SAYS—
' ies' names have been posted and
an overflow crowd is expected. --that he sees by the papers that Station WAIM, Anderson, S. C.
James Pearman of Honea
Placing the ever increasing num- the high" school architects pitched
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>n<
>o<
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>o<of girls is really becoming quite a hayride to them thar hills the Path preceding the anouncement
of
the
program
by
E.
S.
Giles
a problem. There are persistant other night and that he is awful>OCZ=>OCZ=DO<=DOC=DOCZZDO<
DOCZZDOC=DO<
Tumors going around that prom- ly sorry that somebody finally gave a brief outline of the purpose
of
the
organization
and
then
ises that in the near future a noticed that Clayton had fallen
introduced the speakers.
hostess house will be erected out of the truck.
Fred Calhoun delivered a humhave been made. . . College dance
officials have signed one of the hind the goal posts of our own orous sketch of "Life in the Barracks". Carroll Shealy of Prosbest five-piece bands in the South Field. . . ."
perity made a talk on "The
.... it is amazing what excel"There was still much agitaJack
lent orchestras these boys ob- tion by students oposed to the Purpose of Education."
tain with their limited capital. . idea of "goalpost" seats and to Murray of Charleston spoke of
. . noticed particularly the crude appease this mob of "conscien- "The Isms—Communism, Socialhumor expressed in scribblings tious objectors6' a special meet- ism, and Fascism". Russell Dorn ° Prestone $2.70
Alcohol 70c
Zerone $1.00 o
concluded the program with a
on the dance list and the ruthless ing was called in , chapel.
At stirring oration on "The Unstriking out of names . . . per- this meeting, an assistant foothaps these childish faults will ball coach explained to the corps known Soldier".
LEWIS ANDERSON, Owner
disappear when tha college be- that a seat behind the goal post was still some griping and a wild
comes more civilized. ..."
was really the ideal position flurry of ticket speculation . .v.
November 23
from which to view a game, and The corps was put in a somewhat
-><-><
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>n<>n<"College officials announced that football scouts had been do- .better humor by . the annual
Special em- Thanksgiving Feast held in the
today that the Furman-Clemson ing it for years.
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>n<
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>n<Classic would definitely be play- phasis was placed upon the fact mess hall and -enlivened by the
ed at Clemson . . This announce- that from a "goal post" seat, sparkling rhythms .of the recentment was greeted with lusty the observer had an unobstructed ly organized Jungaleer Swing
cheers by cadets who had en- view of the trys for the extra Trio. . . ranks at roll call,, were
visioned themselves seated be- point after touchdowns which as usual sadly depleted as rehind goal posts and telephone were, after all, perhaps the most sults of little "across the river"
poles ' at the Furman Stadium important and spectacular plays expeditions and the Thanksgiving
noted for its tendency to become in modern football.
Hop. . . . Sleep was practically
knee-deep in mud at the slightNovember 25
impossible as the result of blarest provocation. . . Cheers soon
"Despite the noble chapel ora- ing radios and lusty shouts from
Just Off the Campus on the Greenville Highway
turned to wails of anguish with tion which was incidentally en- every window in the barracks.
the statement from the officials livened by the encouraging and . . . shouts which echoed from
GOOD GULF GAS AND OIL
•that the college, to provide the pacifying words that when the every nook, and cranny and comstudents with that which they proposed improvements for the bined in one tumultous query—
A-l Service
H. B. Richbourg, Mgr.
had become accustomed at games present stadium had been com- 'Are we going to lick Furman?'
in Greenville, was going to the pleted, such a thing as Clemson followed by an even louder and
tTouble and expense of erecting cadets having to sit behind goal more vociferous reply. . .'Hell,
a set of temporary bleachers be- posts would be unheard of, there yes!!".
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. . . This is the first
cigarette I ever smoked
that really satisfies me
Not strong, not harsh and it has all the
flavor and aroma you could ask for.
That settles it . . ..from
now on, it's Chesterfield.
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